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Children and adults both like whipped cream dishes a lot. People use whip cream charger to make
fresh creams at home. Its use has increased lot in Asia and Europe. It can make your work so easy
that you can finish your kitchen work within very short period. If you like cakes, tarts, or pastry bars
crown with whipped cream, you must think about it.

Recent researches have certified that the use of whip cream charger also called nitrous chargers
are fully safe for domestic purpose. Until now lots of people were not aware of such type of
convenient option.  By having such wonder in kitchen you can create significant changes in your
style of making new creamy deserts. It can save your energy and time allowing you to enjoy the
home stay with guests and family members. The presence of whip cream charger box at the kitchen
shelf gives many more options to try the hands for making some new yummy dishes. Thousands of
cream charger users can not imagine to live without these small wonders. The use of these is not
limited only to making whip cream for decorating baked dishes; the prepared cream can be used for
alternative purposes also.

Each unit of whip cream charger contains N2O gas. It is the same gas that was known as laughing
gas in 19th century; even this gas was used to entertain the gathering in theatres. It is a colorless
and aroma less gas with sweet taste. It is created by thermal rotting of ammonium nitrate. If you are
interested in chemical compositions, it is- NH4NO3 (s) = 2 H2O (g) + N2O (g).

Whip cream charger boxes are easily available in variety of sizes under different brands. Even 
discounted chargers are also available while some stores offer attractive discounts on regular
brands. Some buyers think that because of being low priced, selected whippet may be inferior in
quality but it is not so. Most of these are made under the strict regulations by EU; so, there is no
need to worry about the quality. The major concern while buying any of brands should be about the
remaining shelf life. Normally shelf life is 24 months from the manufacturing date.

It is a small canister made of recyclable steel alloy. For domestic purpose, N2o cream charger is
made in standard size of 2.5 inches long and 0.7 inches wide. Whip cream chargers are easily
available at city and online stores. Buying these is always beneficial because you save more than to
this little investment on the monthly bakery store bill.
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